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Sulong [1] is a high-performance LLVM IR interpreter built  on the JVM using the Truffle
language  implementation  framework.  Until  now,  implementation  efforts  focused  on
supporting the execution of C/C++ programs compiled to LLVM IR using the LLVM front end
Clang.

Rust  [2]  is  a  systems  programming  language  that  provides  strong  guarantees  about
isolation, concurrency and memory safety which are enforced at compile time. Its memory
management  model  prevents  data  races,  that  null  pointers  are  dereferenced,  and  that
dangling pointers are accessed.

The goal of this thesis is to add support for running Rust on Sulong by using the Rust
compiler to generate LLVM IR from the Rust program. We expect that the generated LLVM
IR differs from the LLVM IR generated by Clang for C/C++ programs. Missing features and
bugs  in  Sulong  and  Truffle  should  be  investigated  and  either  implemented,  fixed,  or
documented. Further, support for common functionality provided by the the Rust Standard
Library should be added (e.g.,  by intrinsifying Rust's core functions or  by compiling the
standard library to LLVM IR).

Overall, Rust's goals of safety are similar to those of Safe Sulong, an extension of Sulong
that  adds memory  safety  features  [3].  However,  Rust  also  allows to write  unsafe  code
segments  (called  “Unsafe  Rust”),  that  operate  with  raw  pointers,  where  Rust's  strong
memory safety guarantees no longer not hold. As such code fragments could be executed
by Safe  Sulong,  it  should  be discussed how lost  memory  safety  could  be  regained  at
runtime for unsafe Rust.

The scope of this thesis is as follows:

• Adding  support  for  running  small  to  middle-sized  Rust
programs  on  Sulong  that  use  common  standard  library
functions.

• Extending Sulong’s test suite to cover Rust test cases.

• Comparing  the  performance  of  Sulong  running  Rust  with
machine  code  that  was  directly  generated  by  the  Rust
compiler.
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Explicit non-goals are:

• Completeness  with  respect  to  the  Rust  language
specification and the Rust Standard Library.

• Reaching an execution speed that is close to machine code
generated by the Rust compiler.
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